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American political discourse is changing, and
corporate America’s priorities appear to be
changing with it. Even before the COVID-19
crisis, the Business Roundtable—a four-decade
old group representing CEOs—issued a highprofile “Statement on the Purpose of the
Corporation” signed by executives from almost
two hundred of the nation’s largest companies,
from Amazon and Apple to Walmart and Wells
Fargo. The signatories acknowledged the strains
facing American workers and expressed their
commitment to environmental sustainability,
social diversity, and worker dignity. In response to
the ongoing wave of Black Lives Matter protests, a
chorus of corporate leaders has expressed similar
commitments to the cause of racial justice.
Amid such heady rhetoric, this vital report from
the Center for Political Accountability is a bracing
reminder that talk, when not backed by action,
is cheap. Indeed, in few places today is the gap
between word and deed as wide as it is in the
political spending of American corporations. Our
democracy is being distorted by huge flows of
money, most of it directed by an ultra-wealthy
few. As the Center’s analysis makes clear, these
flows are not equally transparent, and the least
transparent are likely to be the most reflective of
what spenders value. For a corporation concerned
about its image, spending in the spotlight sends
a public message; spending in the shadows
delivers on private priorities—even when those
priorities are at odds with its public reputation or
the wishes of its shareholders.
Conflicted Consequences provides striking new
details about a particularly crucial vehicle for
these maneuvers: “527” organizations that take
contributions from a variety of sources and then
spend it to advance a broad political agenda.
For corporations pursuing agendas they do
not want scrutinized, this type of spending has
three big advantages over traditional political
spending: it is less likely to attract attention than
PAC contributions that go directly from firms to
candidates; it is effectively “laundered” by running
through the 527 organization so the donor can
duck accountability for specific uses of the money;
and it allows the resources of many companies
to be pooled to achieve maximum impact. For
all these reasons, such expenditures probably
provide a better indication of how major corporate
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spenders hope to influence the nation’s politics. That’s
especially true if those spenders are packaging a lot of
money this way – and the report makes clear that many
of the nation’s biggest companies do so.
With the curtain pulled back, we see that much of this
spending is, at a minimum, deployed in ways that cut
against the lofty rhetoric of bipartisan problem-solving.
As this report explores, while big corporations and
trade associations use 527s to channel resources to
both major parties, they give the bulk of such spending
to the Republican Party. And the intermediate
organizations that these companies finance often
direct that money in ways that belie companies’ stated
commitments to environmental sustainability, racial
justice, and the dignity and safety of workers. To take
just one of the many instances this report recounts,
large donations channeled through these organizations
helped North Carolina Republicans take control of
the state legislature in 2010. They used that control
to institute extreme gerrymanders of both the state
legislature and the state’s delegation to Congress,
and to pursue a range of divisive and anti-democratic
policies, including restrictions on LGBTQ rights and
new rules designed to impede the access of black
voters to the polls.
The outsized capacity of a small group of economic
elites to so heavily influence politics and policy raises
grave issues in a democracy. But at a minimum, such
actions should be visible, so shareholders, employees,
and customers—not to mention citizens and their
elected representatives—can judge such actions for
themselves.
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•

Racial equity in political representation will remain a
hot issue when state legislatures elected in November
reshape congressional and state legislative maps in
2021. A decade ago, corporations poured millions
of dollars into a 527 group spearheading a strategy
that flipped control of many legislatures and led in
some states to racial gerrymandering of legislative
boundaries. Primary examples were North Carolina
and Alabama. In North Carolina, the legislature
gerrymandered districts in 2011 to dilute black
voting strength; the Supreme Court struck down
parts of North Carolina’s plan as unconstitutional
racial gerrymanders in 2017. In Alabama, the
legislature redrew 12 districts in 2012, maintaining
high concentrations of black voters in some of the
districts. Federal courts upheld a challenge to the
new lines, finding them to be racially gerrymandered,
and ordered that they be redrawn.

•

A lawsuit4 led by Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton
to dismantle the 10-year-old Affordable Care Act will
be argued before the Supreme Court, within months
after millions of citizens have been sickened or died
in the pandemic.

•

Climate change is rising worldwide. President
Obama’s signature effort to combat it was suspended
by the Supreme Court following challenges from
several attorneys general,5 6 who were supported by
one of the 527 groups. Now pending is a lawsuit by
other states and cities challenging President Trump’s
replacement plan as fatally weak.

•

State legislators, governors and attorneys general
from several states have been pushing to ban
abortions during the pandemic, mounting a new
front in the abortion wars.7

•

LGBTQ antidiscrimination protections were banned
in 2016 by North Carolina, following the change in
control of the legislature in 2010 and the governor’s
mansion in 2012. A national backlash erupted. In a
prominent example of companies facing unintended
consequences from political spending, donor
companies that helped elect the law’s supporters
were caught in the fallout.8 North Carolina’s so-called
“bathroom bill” was repealed in 2017.

In the ever-escalating arms race of U.S. political
spending, a formidable weapon has largely flown
under the public’s radar. Until now.
Publicly held U.S. corporations and their trade
associations have strategically poured hundreds
of millions of dollars into six large Republican and
Democratic groups focused on electing governors and
attorneys general and flipping control of legislative
chambers. These non-profit, tax-exempt groups are
called 527 organizations for the section of the Internal
Revenue Code that governs them.
In this report, the Center for Political Accountability has
followed the money, just as it did in its earlier Collision
Course report. Focusing on groups active at the state
level, we have mapped where their money came from
and how much the groups received. And we have
identified outcomes bankrolled by these groups. CPA
is the first to undertake this research.
The money trail reveals that three Republican 527
groups targeted their political spending over the
past decade from cumulative funds of more than
$800 million, with $388 million or almost half (46.6
percent) received from public company and trade
association treasuries.2 This spending helped bring
changes in control of state legislatures and the election
of governors and attorneys general. In turn it helped
drive new agendas that have transformed state and
national policy. Among states where these 527s have
had a major impact are North Carolina, Alabama,
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,
West Virginia, Oklahoma and Texas.3
In contrast, the Democratic groups’ take during this
period was $475 million, a little over half the amount
received by the Republican groups. Democrats early
in the decade lost significant representation in elected
offices at the state level.
These outcomes have shaped some of the nation’s
most contentious political controversies of recent years
continuing to today, when the nation has been gripped
by civil unrest, widespread protests over racism and
police brutality, and a devastating health and economic
crisis spawned by the coronavirus:
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Why is CPA Sounding This Alert?
It is an extraordinary and hyper-polarized presidential
election year. The nation is facing upheaval. Crisis
and protests have led some analysts to suggest a
turning point on politics and race.9 Companies are
not only increasingly asked to take a stand,10 but to
defend past actions. When, for example, a New York
Times headline issues such a sweeping indictment as
“‘Corporate America Has Failed Black America,’”11
how do companies hold up under withering scrutiny?
In this heated political climate, this study corrects a
broad misconception that publicly held corporations
are not dominant players in the political spending
game. The opposite is true. And it highlights the
increasing risk that companies face from their political
spending. When corporations take a public stand on
such issues as racial injustice or climate change, the
money trail illustrated here can lead to their boardroom
door. It can reflect a conflict with a company’s core
values and positions.
CPA believes that today’s volatile political environment
makes it imperative for companies to adopt political
spending disclosure and accountability in order to
minimize risk. In 2018, Walmart and Aetna demanded
the return of their PAC contributions to Republican
Sen. Cindy Hyde-Smith of Mississippi after it was
disclosed she had joked about wanting a front-row
seat if a public lynching were held. And protestors
staged “die-ins” at Publix Super Markets following
the Parkland, Florida school shooting massacre in
2018, decrying the company’s financial support for a
candidate for governor who called himself a “proud
NRA sellout” in the campaign. Such embarrassing or
potentially harmful episodes are avoidable.

6

What 527 Groups Played Key
Roles? And Who Contributed
To Them?
Here are the top lines of CPA’s findings:
•

SUSTAINED GROWTH OF 527 GROUPS:
Between 2009 and 2018, six large, partisan stateoriented 527 committees – Democratic and
Republican -- cumulatively raised $1.3 billion.
Taking full advantage of the Supreme Court’s
Citizens United decision, they more than tripled
their fundraising per election cycle, taking in
$385.5 million for the 2018 election cycle, up from
less than $122 million in the 2008 election cycle.

•

DOMINANT DONORS TO 527 GROUPS: Of
the $1.3 billion, $594 million – or 45.5 percent
-- came from public companies and their trade
associations. This breakdown belies a common
misperception that individuals and privately held
companies are the dominant donors to these 527
committees and to politics in general.12

•

PRIMARY SOURCES OF 527s CONTINUE
TODAY: In 2019, public companies and their
trade associations accounted for 48 percent -- or
$70.3 million – of the $147 million raised by the
six 527 groups. 12

•

COMPANIES ARE AT RISK: Policy outcomes
pursued by elected officials benefitting from the
527 spending have often conflicted with stated
core values and positions of donor companies.

Highest-Impact 527 Groups

Companies have been accused of sheer hypocrisy. They
can be associated with unintended consequences they
didn’t foresee. CPA’s Collision Course report examined
in 2018 the broad parameters of these emerging risks,
which can be inflamed by social and digital media and
the heightened activism of Millennials.

CPA tracked the Republican and Democratic governors
associations (RGA and DGA), the Republican State
Leadership Committee (RSLC), its counterpart the
Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee (DLCC),
and the Republican and Democratic attorneys general
associations (RAGA13 and DAGA).14

Now, in a year of pandemic deaths, violent unrest, calls
for reform and a scheduled presidential election of
historic scope, CPA has done additional research and
has supplemented the parameters of Collision Course
with a detailed road map. The political spending that we
have researched and published here inescapably maps
a money trail to conflicted corporate consequences.

Between the 2010 and 2018 election cycles, three of
these groups – the RGA, RSLC and RAGA – have had
an outsized impact. They far outraised their Democratic
counterparts, with fundraising of nearly $835 million
compared to almost $475 million respectively. And
the GOP groups tightly focused their spending on
key gubernatorial, attorneys general and legislative
races. This targeting heightened the spending’s impact
and was central to achieving changes in control of
state legislatures, governors’ mansions and attorneys
general offices.

The three GOP groups are leading money-raisers. They
currently rank in the top seven of 20 527 organizations
that were identified by the Center for Responsive Politics
as state-focused.15 16

All of the data – the contributions to and spending by
the 527 committees – on which the report is based are
posted on CPA’s website at this link.

Public Companies:
Dominant Funders of 527s
Contributions by public companies and their trade
association have fueled the growth and impact of all of
these 527 groups, especially the Republican ones.
Between the 2010 and 2018 election cycles, donations
from public companies and their trade associations
comprised by far the GOP groups’ largest source of
money, accounting for $388 million, or 46.6 percent of
the total money raised by the three Republican 527s. This
breaks down to 36.3 percent from public companies and
10.3 percent from trade associations.17 Donations from
public companies and their trade associations to the
Democratic 527 groups over the decade totaled $206
million. This breaks down to 43.5 percent of the total
money raised by the three Democratic 527s.
The overall sums that public companies and their trade
associations gave to these 527 groups over the past
decade are large. Between the 2010 and 2018 cycles,
the RGA received more than $220 million from public
companies and their trade associations, while the RSLC
received over $120 million.
Once a company has contributed to a 527 group, the
corporate funds are pooled and then channeled to state
and local PACs and candidates; to so-called “dark money
groups,” dubbed that because they are not required to
disclose their donors; and to other national 527 groups.
When this happens, public companies lose control of
their donations. They end up supporting any and every
endeavor of the recipient 527 and its affiliates. The result
is that company money can no longer be specifically
tracked and is effectively laundered.

Our Methodology
CPA uses graphics in this report to show the heavy impact
of 527 group political spending at the state level to shape
policy in states and nationally, and the donations to 527
groups by corporations and their trade associations. These
graphics are like case studies. They reveal and illustrate
how public companies and their trade associations have
bankrolled state-oriented groups helping to shape some
of the most contentious policies of the land, sometimes in
conflict with the companies’ own positions.
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1. CORPORATE AND TRADE ASSOCIATION CONTRIBUTIONS
THAT ENABLED RACIAL GERRYMANDERING | 2010 ELECTION CYCLE

Gerrymandering:

How Boosting State Legislative Control Fueled Racial
Gerrymandering
At a time of protests and unrest over police
brutality and race inequity, U.S. companies are
finally acknowledging a need to take a stance
and speak out. When doing so they will also be
tested. The New York Times reported in June, “As
brands rushed to align themselves with protestors
over the past week, their words often rang hollow,
undermined by their own actions.”18 The fight
over racial gerrymandering offers one case study
of companies facing blowback over past political
donations.

Chart One has new details. It tracks specific
corporate donations to the RSLC in 2010, and
outcomes of RSLC efforts to flip legislative
chambers to Republican or to strengthen
Republican control in four states: North Carolina,22
Florida, Alabama and Michigan. (A number
of racial gerrymandering maps subsequently
adopted in the states were struck down by either
state or federal courts.)

Most public companies have voiced a strong
commitment to diversity. Yet six- and seven-figure
political contributions by many companies to the
Republican State Leadership Committee and the
Republican
Governors
Association
have
actually helped make possible gerrymandering
(manipulating the drawing of electoral maps for a
partisan tilt) that was racially driven, diluting Black
and Brown voters’ power at the ballot box. This
disenfranchises and alienates Black and Brown
citizens from the very bodies meant to represent
them and their interests.
CPA has documented the large influence of
corporate money on state capitals in 2010,
through donations to the Republican State
Leadership Committee (RSLC). The group’s highly
successful REDMAP campaign sought to turn
state legislative chambers from blue to red and
take control of redistricting following the 2010
census. (See Collision Course report.19) The RSLC
spent $31.7 million in the 2010 election cycle,
compared to $10.9 million by its Democratic
rival.20
The racial gerrymandering in state capitals that
followed, facilitated by the corporate donations,
was documented in a Mother Jones article entitled,
“Meet the Fortune 500 Companies Funding the
Political Resegregation of America.”21
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Racial Equity:

The Fight Over Gerrymandering Continues
Redistricting will begin again in state capitals after this
year’s elections and the 2020 census. The RSLC again
is pulling in big donations from U.S. corporations and
their trade associations, and it is promising an all-out
effort with its “Right Lines 2020” initiative zeroing in
on winning contests in those states with legislatures
“that matter most for redistricting.” The extent of
corporate giving to the RSLC and the political furor
over redrawing political maps were documented
recently by The Guardian.23 The DLCC, meanwhile,
also has launched a major money-raising drive ahead
of the next redistricting round in state capitals.24 25
Gerrymandering and racial and income equality are, at
the same time, a part of the broader national debate
raging over reform. “An invisible line runs from the
original sin of slavery in the US, to the racial segregation
of the Jim Crow south, to the gerrymandering or
redrawing of voting maps that has supported the
systemic economic oppression of African Americans,”
a Financial Times editorial declared.26
Chart Two shows money raised by the RSLC in 2019;
states where gerrymandering occurred after the 2010
elections; and states targeted by the RSLC in 2020.
Chart Three shows top public company donors and
their trade association donors to the RSLC in 2019, and
RSLC money spent on state elections that year. 23
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2. BATTLE OVER GERRYMANDERING CONTINUES:
TOP RSLC STATE LEGISLATIVE TARGETS TODAY | 2020
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3. BATTLE OVER GERRYMANDERING CONTINUES RSLC
STATE LEGISLATIVE SPENDING, 2019 I FIRST HALF OF 2020 ELECTION CYCLE
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Amid the Coronavirus Crisis,
Attacking the Affordable Care Act

4. FUNDING THE ATTACK ON THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT: TOP COMPANY AND TRADE ASSOCIATION DONORS
TO GOP GROUP BEHIND ATTORNEYS GENERAL LEGAL ATTACK ON THE ACA | 2018 ELECTION CYCLE

Amid a pandemic killing hundreds of thousands of
Americans and threatening millions more, the foremost
effort to dismantle the Affordable Care Act is a lawsuit
pending before the U.S. Supreme Court. It was forged
by a coalition of Republican state attorneys general,
led by Texas’ Ken Paxton.
The 18 state attorneys general contend the Affordable
Care Act is unconstitutional. The Trump administration
has sided with the states’ lawsuit, which was filed in
2018. An estimated 20 million people would become
uninsured if the Supreme Court finds the entire
Affordable Care Act to be unconstitutional.27
Public companies and their trade associations have
contributed generously to the Republican Attorneys
General Association, which supported the election of
the attorneys general who brought suit to strike down
the Affordable Care Act.
Chart Four shows the top public company donors
and the top trade associations donors to RAGA in the
2018 election cycle, and attorneys general supported
by RAGA who are working in court to dismantle the
Affordable Care Act.
Public companies typically make public statements
supporting health care access for Americans. They may
not have believed that their political donations could
one day help threaten the denial of health care access
for millions. If the Affordable Care Act is dismantled,
these companies will share responsibility for this denial.
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Companies Accused of
Hypocrisy On Climate Change

5. CLIMATE CHANGE: COMPANY SPENDING PAVED WAY FOR LAWSUIT
AGAINST EPA’S CLEAN POWER PLAN I 2014 ELECTION CYCLE

In a blatant recent example of public controversy
over political donations, leading U.S. companies were
accused of hypocrisy on climate change. Publicly
spotlighted were companies that had spoken out in
favor of preserving the United States’ role in the Paris
climate accord, while they also lent multimillion-dollar
support to a political group that worked to undermine
President Barack Obama’s Clean Power Plan, a key
domestic climate initiative.
“These companies support climate action, so why are
they funding opposition to it?” demanded the headline
of a Center for Public Integrity article in 2017.28 “These
companies’ donations of more than $3 million to the
Republican Attorneys General Association over the
past three-and-a-half years speaks … to the difficulties
for corporations trying to navigate the political system
in a country that’s polarized, particularly on climate
change.” Most Republican attorneys general sued in
2015 to kill the Clean Power Plan. It subsequently was
suspended by the Supreme Court.
Did these companies anticipate the consequences of
their political spending, and how it could conflict with
their position on a high-profile issue that they identified
as a priority?
Chart Five shows top public company donors to RAGA
in the 2014 election cycle, and RAGA support for state
attorneys general who challenged EPA’s Clean Power
Plan.
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The Battle Over Abortion and
Women’s Reproductive Rights

6. ABORTION RIGHTS: HOW COMPANIES HELPED SUPPORT
NEW EXTREME RESTRICTIONS ON ABORTION | 2018 ELECTION CYCLE

As conservative activists across the country push
to severely restrict access to abortion, they have
made headway in some states as a result of votes by
legislators backed by the RSLC. The group received
major corporate funding directly and through trade
associations in the 2018 election cycle.
In the vanguard of these states are Missouri and
Georgia. Missouri legislators voted in 2019 to
criminalize abortions after eight weeks of pregnancy,
but the measure was blocked temporarily by a federal
judge. A statute passed in Georgia would have
effectively banned abortions as early as six weeks
into pregnancy, but it was permanently blocked
by a federal judge in Atlanta. Across the country,
conservative legislators want to pass extreme
abortion restrictions that might cause the Supreme
Court to reconsider Roe v. Wade.
More than $1 million from the RSLC in turn went
to political efforts supporting Republicans and/or
opposing Democrats in Georgia, where 36 House
Republicans won in contested districts; all of them
voted for the extreme anti-abortion bill.
More than $47,000 was channeled to the RSLC’s state
political action committee, and it gave money for
ads supporting Republicans in 37 House Districts in
Missouri. Thirty-one of these candidates won, and 30
of them voted for the extreme anti-abortion measure.
Chart Six shows top public company donors and
their trade association donors to the RSLC in the
2018 election cycle, and RSLC spending that helped
support efforts for extreme restrictions on abortions.
Chart Seven shows top public company donors to
the RGA in the 2010 to 2016 election cycles, RGA
spending, and actions by governors against women’s
reproductive rights.
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7. ABORTION RIGHTS: TOP 20 PUBLIC COMPANY DONORS TO RGA FACILITATING
ATTACKS ON WOMEN’S REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS I 2010-2016 ELECTION CYCLES

Companies Accused of
Hypocrisy on LGBTQ Rights
In another striking example of companies getting
scrutiny over political donations, leading U.S.
companies were accused of hypocrisy on LGBTQ rights.
Publicly criticized were companies that had donated to
the RSLC in 2010 and who voiced opposition in 2016 to
North Carolina’s infamous “bathroom bill” banning antidiscrimination protections based on sexual orientation.
“Corporations Opposed to North Carolina’s Anti-LGBT
Law Helped Elect Its Supporters,” a Huffington Post
headline declared in 201629 about corporations donating
to the RSLC, which helped flip the North Carolina
legislature from Democratic to Republican control
following the 2010 elections, and the “bathroom bill”
legislation that the legislature enacted in 2016. There
was a national outcry. The backlash included more than
200 corporate CEOs joining a letter demanding repeal
of the law, which ultimately occurred.
More background is available from CPA’s Collision
Course report.30 Chart Eight here goes further to track
specific sums donated by companies to the RSLC in
the 2010 election (as shown earlier in Chart One)
juxtaposed with $1,250,000 that flowed from the RSLC
to a group called Real Jobs NC which, in turn, spent
the $1.25 million in support of 16 Republican legislative
candidates.
Chart Nine lists major public companies giving to
the Republican Governors Association in elections
from the 2010 to 2018 election cycles, while they also
have signed the Human Rights Campaign’s Business
Coalition for the Equality Act31; and it shows RGA’s
support for winning gubernatorial candidates who
subsequently attacked LGBTQ equality. One of the
winning candidates for governor was North Carolina’s
Pat McCrory, who signed the “bathroom bill” into law.
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8. THE FLOW OF CORPORATE MONEY TO ANTI-LGBTQ LEGISLATION:
NORTH CAROLINA 2010 LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
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9. LGBTQ RIGHTS: HOW COMPANIES HELPED SUPPORT
LEGISLATION ATTACKING GAY RIGHTS I 2010-2018 ELECTION CYCLES
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